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The all-in-one online video platform to manage, publish, convert, sell and analyze
your video content.
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From Oscars to Olympics, NEP provides the technology, the people and the knowhow that enables clients to produce the world’s biggest live and broadcast events
around the globe. NEP’s team of more than 2.000 employees is driven by passion
and a focus on technical innovation, and together they have supported productions
in over 65 countries on all seven continents.

VIXY is partially acquired by NEP in 2016 and proud te be part of
the worldwide NEP network.

VIXY &
NEP the Netherlands
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Powerful video management, simplified.

1. Manage
VIXY oﬀers the most comprehensive set of online video management, encoding, distribution and monetization
tools available today. Our next-generation storage platform located at NEP the Netherlands combined with our
worldwide content delivery network (CDN) guarantees ultra-fast video playback.

All your videos in one place
Whether you have a few video clips or thousands of full-length
episodes, VIXY provides everything you need to manage, organize
and publish your video content from one single place across your
organization.

Users and permissions
VIXY supports a wide range of user permissions that depend on
account permissions and access to specific features so all your
employees and video partners can work from the same dashboard.
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Your brand, your player

2. Brand
Create a unique, consistent experience with your own video player that matches
your brand identity, logo and color scheme. Our video player ensures a fluid
viewing experience and automatically delivers the best video stream to any device.
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Convert viewers into buyers with interactive video

3. Convert
Generate leads and sales with calls-to-action in your video player.
Add buttons, product items, contact forms and links that point to
your product- or landingpage. Easily create interactive layers directly
from our video player studio.
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Generate traffic from social media, with less effort

4. Share
Share and distribute your videos automatically to Youtube, Facebook,
iTunes, Dailymotion and more, from one single place. Point viewers
on social media directly to your website with interactive layers.
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The best quality video on desktops, mobile devices, tablets and TV

5. Deliver
Our state-of-the art VOD hosting platform at NEP the Netherlands combined with our global CDN
guarantees the best possible viewing experience for users on every device. NEP The Netherlands
oﬃcially met the requirements of the international information security standard on July 22, 2016
(ISO27001).

Fast Media Delivery
From progressive to HLS and MPEG-DASH streaming, our
adaptive streaming technology automatically detects your
users device and internet connection so your users enjoy
the best video viewing experience on every device.
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Unlock the full revenue potential of Digital TV

6. Monetize
Generate revenue with video subscriptions (SVOD), pay-per-view (TVOD) and
advertising (AVOD). VIXY let’s you easily launch your own video-on-demand
TV channel to publish and sell your premium content online. And we work
together with AD Networks such as Improve Digital and SpotXChange to
help you optimize your advertising profits.
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The gold standard in video analytics

7. Analyze
Improve your campaign with in-depth insight into your best-performing videos,
geo locations, player demographics, viewing habits and video conversion rates.
Dig even deeper into the customer journey on your website, by seeing exactly
what interactive layers are shown and what interactive layers are clicked.
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Unlock the full revenue potential of Digital TV

8. Connect
Our video channel (not standard included) enables you to quickly launch
your own personalized video-on-demand TV channel. It’s the only all-inone solution that provides your visitors a truly unique and beautiful
viewing experience on web, tablet, mobile and TV. We offer a central
location for your users to discover, purchase, watch and share video.
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Broadcast your event live to thousands of viewers worldwide

9. Broadcast live
Our cloud streaming services enable us to oﬀer an integrated overall
solution, including live encoding & delivery, live DVR, live analytics, ad
insertion and ultra fast video playback via our CDN.
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Get access to hundreds of video API services

10. Video API
Explore the most comprehensive, modern-day Kaltura REST API and easily integrate
all your video processes and widgets into your website or application.
For more info: http://platform.vixyvideo.com/api_v3/testmeDoc/
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5 users

Unlimited users

Unlimited users

200GB hosting, 2TB streaming

1TB hosting, 5TB streaming

1,5TB hosting, 10TB streaming

Unlimited uploads & plays

Unlimited uploads & plays

Unlimited uploads & plays

+ Core features

+ Core features

+ Core features

Interactive Video Module

Interactive Video Module

Interactive Video Module

Engagement Analytics

Engagement Analytics

Engagement Analytics

Custom Metadata Fields

Custom Metadata Fields

360 Video Player

360 Video Player

Support

User Generated Content

User Generated Content

Ticketing system

VAST/VPAID Advertising

VAST/VPAID Advertising

Support

Live streaming

Ticketing system

4k video

Priority Email & Phone

Support

Email & Phone

Ticketing system
VIP Support , with dedicated accountmanager
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Core features
Powerful Video Management
VIXY provides everything you need to manage,
organise and publish your video content from one
single place

Video Playlists
Create beautiful and smart embeddable playlists, based
on rules such as most viewed or uploaded recently.

HLS & DASH Adaptive Streaming
From progressive to HLS and MPEG-DASH streaming,
we guarantee that you get the best viewing experience
on every device.

HTML5 Video Player
The fastest and most reliable HTML5 video player on
the market. The delivery is seamless — regardless of
which device the viewer uses.

Subtitles
Make videos available to viewers from various
countries. Easily add subtitling tracks to your videos by
uploading them in .SRT or .XML.

Advanced Analytics
Video engagement metrics (view times, view-through
rates, geographic locations etc.) provide you with all the
insight you need.

Your Own Branding
The platform is completely white-label and fully
customizable to your corporate and brand identity.

Multi-bitrate HD Encoding
Video stream bitrate and codec optimised based on
auto-detection of user bandwidth and device OS.

API’s & SDK’s
Get access to hundreds of video API services, integrate
all your video processes and widgets into your website
or application

/ Client cases

BASIC FIT PRO
On Basic-Fits' video platform over 1.3 million members can stream virtual
group lessons and more than 200 videos of fitness exercise. Train with your
favourite instructor wherever you are!

Basic-Fit’s video platform gives members access to the newest virtual group
lessons. GXR (Group Exercise Revolution) are classes of around 20 to 40
minutes that you can perfectly combine with another workout. The best
instructors, known from the sports and television world, take you along in
their enthusiasm and passion for sport.

Basic-Fit integrated the VIXY Video Platform and player within their Pro
Coach App. All videos are available on desktop, all mobile and
casting devices in The Netherlands, Belgium and France.

/ Client cases

BINCK
Binck is an Amsterdam-based, listed company that has grown into the
undisputed leader in online investments over the years. Binck was the first
online investment site in the Netherlands that allowed people to invest
independently.

With the video management platform, Binck NL & Belgium publishes,
manage, distribute, and analyze videos online. Employees have diﬀerent
roles and rights to manage specific aspects of the video library.

Binck created specially developed interactive video tutorials that give stepby-step information on the principles of rolling turbos, technical analyses,
and successful strategies for investing that yield results.

/ Client cases

DALTON.BE
The video on demand platform Dalton.be is a combined project of film
distributor Dalton Distribution, Film Festival Leuven and documentary Film
Festival DOCVILLE and oﬀers the largest quality film collection in Belgium
and the Netherlands. With Dalton you get a film festival at home.

Dalton.be is built with VIXY’s end-to-end VOD TV platform which allows you
to easily launch your own video streaming subscription platform.

“VIXY is much more than just a team who builds your video platform. VIXY oﬀers tailor-made service
and thinks along with your requirements, specific needs and wishes. In addition to a technically very
strong service, the team goes in search of substantive solutions and tries to provide the right answer
to every question ;-)”.
Tine van Kerkhoven - Content & Distribution Manager

/ Client cases

EKHARTYOGA.COM
Ekhartyoga was looking for a reliable partner to host and stream its video
content. The VIXY infrastructure, hosted on servers at NEP in the
Netherlands and global content delivery network, make it possible to
upload and transcode a large number of videos. This allows millions of
people across the world to take yoga lessons at home or on the go.

From its data center, NEP supplies video content to Fox Sports, Videoland,
Ziggo Sports, Pathé Thuis, and the NPO Plus platform, just to name a few.

“Ultrafast video playback, great support and a team that advises us well on
implementing new video solutions. We deliver more than 300.000 videos on a
monthly basis to over 150 countries worldwide and are very content with VIXY”.
Bas Paul - Co-founder

/ Client cases

ROYAL CONCERT ORCHESTRA
The Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra is one of the world's leading
orchestras for 125 years and makes a large quantity of high quality concert
registrations, interviews and reports from RCO Editions available from the
last years.

The RCO video platform gives everybody free access to the concert
registrations. VIXY delivers the videos rapidly from it's content delivery
network (CDN) to any device. The video platform is available on desktop,
tablet and mobile phone, irrespectively of the operating system.

